1. Tell us about the rig you drive now; what truck do you drive
and what kind of trailer are you pulling?

I drive a 2014 Ford Super Duty Lariat Dually that I got back in June
from the Jeff Ford Dealership. I have a 2014 Logan Coach trailer.
2. Why a Ford?
I’m a good friend with Derek Jeff, they have a dealership up in
Pullman, Washington. They’re great friends and they gave me a
heck of a deal on it. It gets 8.5 mpg, no better and no worse
usually. I like it more than a semi because I can tow a heavy trailer
or just drive around town with it. In the winter time it seems like
things slow down so you’re always driving into town or to a
buddy’s to practice and it’s just easier to manage. I’ve put about
25,000 miles on it in four months and it hasn’t had an issue yet.
3. What do you really like about your trailer?
Logan Coach sponsors me so it’s kind of a no brainer to have one.
It’s got tons of storage space though, it’s a bigger than my last
Logan Coach. Lots of shelves so a guy can dang sure keep things
more organized instead of having everything strew about.
4. Are you the kind of person that has to keep everything
organized, such as your tack room or living quarters?
I’m pretty organized and the Logan Coach has an awesome side
tack with a swing out saddle rack. I think I probably pack as many

bits as a barrel racer. Most trailers with a back tack or side tack
require you to load things “just so”, the cinches have to go here or
the saddle pads here, with a Logan Coach I can throw things in
there however I want and everything fits perfectly and I have
plenty of room for bits. I even put some of my shoeing tools in
there no problem. It’s big enough and it doesn’t add any more
length to the trailer.
5. How picky are you about keeping the inside and outside of
your rig clean?
I’m pretty picky; I got to try to keep everything clean and
organized. I think the more a guy keeps it organized and clean,
people respect it more when they’re in and out of it. It’s tough to
keep it clean but I try to wash it every few months so it looks good
for me and for Logan Coach, as my sponsor I think they’d prefer I
keep it that way too.
	
  

